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Abstract

India produced its first doctorate in the year 1904 when University of Allahabad (f. 1887) awarded D Sc to Annoda Prasad Sircar, about half a century after the establishment of the three premier Indian universities. Surprisingly, the first doctorate was produced by none of the three premier universities. Of the premier universities, University of Calcutta was the first to produce a doctorate when the famous medical practitioner Upendranath Brahmachari was awarded PhD in 1909. Till 1920, 13 doctorates were produced from India, one from Allahabad and the remaining 12 from the University of Calcutta. The subject-wise breakdown is as follows: Mathematics – 2; Physics – 3; Chemistry – 6; Earth sciences – 1; Medical sciences – 1; and Agriculture – 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The three premier universities of India was established in 1857 at Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. However, none of these universities could produce any doctorate in the nineteenth century. The credit of producing the first doctorate goes to the University of Calcutta which awarded the first doctorate degrees in India in 1877. Gooroodas Bandyopadhayay and Trilokyanath Mitra (2010, p. 191, 279) were the first recipients of the degrees (law).

Inter-University Board of India brought out two volumes titled as Physical sciences – A bibliography of doctoral dissertations accepted by Indian universities 1857-1970 and Biological sciences – A bibliography of doctoral dissertations accepted by Indian universities 1857-1970 (Inter University Board of India, 1975)2. These two volumes have exhaustively listed the doctoral dissertations accepted by Indian universities till 1970. The title of the bibliographies might lead one to think that the first doctorate in India was produced in 1857, which is not the case.

As to this, the Preface of the sources notes – “The date of 1857 is a formal one in so far as the first Indian universities were established in that year. Research work at the doctoral level was undertaken only towards the end of last century [i.e. 19th century]. It may be noted here that Alexander Pedler was appointed professor of chemistry at Presidency College, Calcutta in 1874. Gradually facilities for practical classes in chemistry started developing there. However, research in chemistry started in full swing after the joining of Prafulla Chandra Ray as professor of chemistry in the aforesaid college in 1889 (Sen, 2014)3.

2. DOCTORATES FROM 1904-1920

From 1904-1920, in all 13 doctorates were produced from India. Except the first doctorate,
all the other 12 were produced by the University of Calcutta (CU). The number of doctorates produced according to subjects were: Mathematics – 2; Physics – 3; Chemistry – 6; Earth sciences – 1; Medical sciences – 1; and Agriculture – 1. In the same order, the list is provided below. Under each subject, the entries are in chronological order.

Mathematics

Physics

Chemistry

The first doctorate from India.


Earth Sciences

Medical Sciences
1. Brahmachari, Upendranath. Investigations on the haemolysis of the erythrocytes with some studies regarding their constitution. PhD. CU. 1909. The first doctorate from the University of Calcutta.

Agriculture
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